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Abstract 
This study proposes a model that describes the dynamics of HIV/AIDS Co infection with Tuberculosis (TB) 
using systems of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. A characteristic of nonlinear oscillating systems is the 
sudden change in behavior which occurs as a parameter passes through a critical value called a bifurcation point. 
A bifurcation point is a point in parameter space where the number of equilibrium points, or their stability 
properties, or both, change. The results of the study shows that the Co infection model  has a diseases-free 
equilibrium (DFE) which is globally asymptotically unstable implying that the stable  endemic state co-exists 
with the DFE. Numerical simulations are carried out to illustrate the backward bifurcation phenomenon. 
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1.0 Introduction 
A characteristic of nonlinear oscillating systems is the sudden change in behavior which occurs as a parameter 
passes through a critical value called a bifurcation point . An infectious disease does not invade a population of 
susceptibles when the basic reproduction number is less than unity. The epidemiological implication of backward 
bifurcation is that reducing the basic reproduction number to less than unity is not sufficient to control an 
epidemic (Lawi et al., 2011). When the basic reproduction number is unity, each infectious individual causes one 
new infection, therefore, whether a disease invades with the basic reproduction number equal to unity will be 
determined by whether the basic reproduction number increases or decreases as the disease increases along the 
centre manifold. When backward bifurcation occurs, the DFE may not be globally asymptotically stable even if 
the basic reproduction number is less than unity and thus a stable endemic state co-exists with the DFE which 
poses a challenge to the design of effective control measures to be adopted. 
 
2.0 The Model Equations 
In this study, a deterministic model exploring the joint dynamics of HIV/AIDS and TB co infections at the 
population level within a single model is developed. The model is described by a system of ordinary differential 
equations. The total human population ( )HN t is the sum of the following epidemiological classes: ( )HS t  - 
Susceptible population at time t,  ( )HI t  - HIV infected individuals at time t,   
( )AI t  - AIDS individuals at time t,  ( )TI t  - TB infected individuals at time t,  ( )HTI t  - Individuals co 
infected with HIV and TB at time t, ( )ATI t  - Individuals co infected with TB and HIV and have progressed to 
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AIDS at time t. 
 
  
 
 
 
2.1. Invariant Region 
The HIV/AIDS-TB model is dissipative: All solutions are uniformly bounded in a proper subset  
 6HT +  ¡ . Let ( ) 6, , , , ,H H A T AT HTS I I I I I + ¡ be any solution with non-negative initial conditions. It 
can be easily shown that, all the feasible solutions of system enter the region  
6 : HHT H
n
N
d
+
 
   
 
¡ . 
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Thus, HT  is positively invariant and attracting and it is sufficient to consider it‘s solutions in HT . 
Existence, uniqueness and continuation results for the system  hold in this region. Therefore all solutions of the 
system starting in HT  remain in  HT  for all t ≥ 0. All parameters and  state  variables for  the model  
are assumed  to be non-negative for t ≥ 0: 
 
 
 
2.0. Disease-Free Equilibrium Point of the Model 
The DFE of the model is given by  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H H A T HT = ;  ;  ;  ; ;ht ATS I I I I I  ,0,0,0,0
H
nd
 
=  
 
. To study the 
stability of the DFE, the basic reproduction number ( HTR ) which governs the qualitative dynamics  of  the 
model is first obtained.  Define i iF as the rate of appearance of new infections in the class or compartment i and 
i i iv v v
− += − , where iv
−
is the rate of transfer of individuals out of compartment i, and  iv
+
 is the rate of 
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transfer of individuals into compartment i by all other means. Therefore the Jacobian of  i iF  and  iv  at the 
DFE denoted by F and V   respectively is given by: 
 
  and 
 
 
The reproduction number for the system is given by 
HT T HR  = max{R ; R } . The reproduction number of TB 
(RT ) shows the number of secondary TB infectious cases produced by a TB infectious individual during his or 
her infectious period when introduced in a population of susceptibles. The HIV/AIDS reproduction number (RH) 
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in the presence of TB, gives the number of secondary HIV/AIDS infections produced by an HIV/AIDS 
infectious individual during his or her infectious period when introduced in a population of susceptibles. 
 
Lemma 1. The DFE of the HIV/AIDS-TB model is locally asymptotically stable (LAS) if RHT < 1, and unstable 
otherwise. 
 
Proof: Lemma 1 follows from Theorem 2 by Van and Watmough (2002). 
 
 
Figure 1: Local Disease Free Equilibrium with 0.60610HR =  and 0.7015TR = . 
Figure 1 shows the graph of the total infected 
A H T AT HT(I +I +I +I +I )  against time in years. The TB 
reproduction number RT = 0:6061 and the HIV/AIDS reproduction number RH = 0.7015. The local DFE is stable 
and there is no possibility of  further disease outbreaks in future. 
 
3.0. Global Stability of Disease-Free Equilibrium 
To ensure that elimination of the HIV/AIDS - TB co infections is independent of the initial sizes of the 
sub-populations, it is necessary to show that the DFE is globally asymptotically stable. The global asymptotic 
stability (GAS) of the disease-free state of the model is investigated using the theorem by Castillo-Chavez et al. 
(2002). The model is re written as follows: 
 
  
where the components of the column-vector 
mX ¡   denote the uninfected population and the components 
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of  
nZ ¡   denote the infected population. Let ( )*0 ,0htE X=  denote the DFE of this system. The fixed 
point ( )*0 ,0htE X= is a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium for this system provided that 0 1R   and 
the following two conditions satisfied: 
 
(H1)  For ( ,0)
dX
H X
dt
= : *X  is globally asymptotically stable 
(H2)  µ µ( , ) ( ,0), ( ,0) 0G X Z PZ G X G X= −  ,  for ( ), HTX Z  , 
where  
*( ,0)ZP D G X=   is an M-matrix (the off diagonal elements of P are non negative) and HT   is 
the region where the model makes biological sense. The  DFE ( )*0 ,0htE X= , where * H
n
X
d
 
=  
 
  
 
Theorem 1. The fixed point ( )*0 ,0htE X=   is a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium of the model  
provided  that 1HTR   and the assumptions H1 and H2  are satisfied. 
 
Proof: From the system  
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Notice  that µ4 ( , ) 0G X Z  , µ5 ( , ) 0G X Z  and so the conditions of H1 and H2 are  not met so 
0
htE may not be globally asymptotically stable when 1HTR  . This implies that there is the possibility of future 
disease outbreaks when the conditions favouring the outbreaks are prevailing leading to the backward bifurcation 
phenomenon. This result is numerically illustrated in figure 2 representing the graphs of the total infected 
population against time in years.  
 
 
 
Figure 2: Backward Bifurcation ( 0.954717TR =  and 0.997300HR = ). 
Figure 2 depicts the phenomenon  of  backward  bifurcation, where multiple stable equilibria co-exists when 
RHT ≤ 1. The TB reproduction number (RT ) = 0.954717 and the HIV/AIDS reproduction number (RH) = 
0.997303.  
 
5. Conclusion 
It is noted that the DFE co exist with the endemic equilibrium resulting into the backward bifurcation 
phenomenon which implies that the classical epidemiological requirement for the eradication of the disease 
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whenever RHT < 1 is no longer sufficient, though necessary which poses a challenge to the design of effective 
control measures to be adopted. 
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